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ABSTRACT 

The discovery of moving objects trajectory patterns 

representing a high traffic density have been covered 

on different works using diverse approaches. These 

models are useful for the areas of transportation 

planning, traffic monitoring and advertising on 

public roads. Besides of the important utility, these 

type of patterns usually do not specify a difference 

between a high traffic and a traffic congestion. In 

this work, we propose a model for the discovery of 

high traffic flow patterns and traffic congestions, 

represented in the same pattern. Also, as a 

complement, we present a model that discovers 

alternative paths to the severe traffic on these 

patterns. These proposed patterns could help to 

improve traffic allowing the identification of 

problems and possible alternatives. 

Keywords: Moving objects, trajectories, road 

network, traffic flow, traffic congestion 

1. INTRODUCTION

In the last years, there has been a high presence of 

works related to the data mining of the trajectory 

data generated by moving objects ([16]). From these 

works, there has been a lot of attention to the 

discovery of different type of traffic flow patterns. 

These patterns can be discovered from trajectories 

moving inside a road network like [7], [6] and [9] or 

with a free movement ([5], [11], [4]). Related to the 

first case, the concept of traffic congestions as a 

limitation of the road network is considered on more 

recent papers ([14], [1]). These works are useful on 

different areas like transport planning, traffic 

monitoring, carpooling, store locations and 

advertising on public roads. 

In this work, we propose a model for the 

discovery of high traffic flow patterns in relation to 

traffic congestions. This relation is displayed 

according to the shared traffic, like presented in the 

hot routes model ([7]). Also we present, as a 

complement, a model that relates these patterns with 

alternative paths, according to a low traffic level and 

useful location inside the road network. These 

models present an increased utility allowing to be 

applied on additional cases, like the identification of 

paths inside the road network that require changes 

(for transport planning), and the redirection of the 

drivers that contribute to the different congestion 

areas into alternative paths (for traffic monitoring). 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 

Next section comments the works related to this 

paper. Section 3 describes selected concepts 

considered from these works. The proposed models 

are introduced on Section 4. And Sections 5 and 6 

gives the definitions and algorithms for each model. 

Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper with 

information about the next steps.  

2. RELATED WORK

Works about the discovery of traffic flow patterns 

are related to this paper. The model of hot routes 

([7]) is used as the main inspiration for this work 

because of its balance between the aggregate 

information about the moving objects and theirs 

specific behavior (represented in the common traffic 

in a sequence of edges). Li and others on [7] 

comments about some alternative methods to 

discover traffic flow patterns. First, just the 

aggregate behavior of individuals can be considered 

connecting only edges in the graph with high traffic. 

[6] uses this method and complements it with the 

discovery of the temporal evolution of the patterns. 

Also, in [9] the model is oriented to the traffic 

analysis through edges clustering. Another method is 

to discover moving clusters formed by moving 

objects, where [5] and [8] are some examples. The 

third method is about the clustering of trajectories. 

In this group we can consider some patterns like hot 

motion paths ([11]), the discovery of the Most 

Popular Route (MPR) between two locations ([4]) 

and the distributed parallel clustering method MCR-

ACA ([15]). Besides of representing these patterns a 
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high traffic inside the road network, they usually do 

not consider the cases of traffic jams, where the 

traffic density is close to the network capacity. 

Another group of papers are related to the 

analysis of traffic congestions. To discover this type 

of patterns, it is possible to consider the road 

network characteristics or the moving objects data. 

In the first case, we have works about representative 

patterns for the network segments ([2]), usage 

patterns of road networks ([14], [13]), and the 

visualization of traffic jams using a GIS map service 

([12]). For the second case we can consider diverse 

patterns like slowly flocks ([10]), the transitions 

within regions ([17]) and Non-Recurrent Congestion 

events ([1]). Also, there is the work [3] that 

considers both types of data in the discovered 

patterns. The main difference with the current work 

is that this second group of papers only discover 

patterns related to traffic congestions, but without 

relation to patterns with lower levels of traffic.  

3. BACKGROUND MODELS

The concepts presented in some of the related works 

are used as a starting point for the models proposed 

in this paper. In [7], the hot routes patterns are 

presented. These are traffic flow patterns inside a 

road network. The road network is represented by a 

graph G(V,E), where E is the set of edges 

representing a unit of road segment, and V the set of 

vertices representing a street intersection. Also, T is 

the set of trajectories, with each element composed 

of an ID (tid) and a sequence of edges traveled 

through: (tid, <e1, …, ek>), where ei ϵ E. The hot 

routes are built up with a sequence of edges, near 

each other but not necessarily adjacent, that "...share 

a high amount of traffic between them." ([7]). The 

distance between the edges is based on the number 

of edges inside the road network graph, according to 

the metric ForwardNumHops, which represents the 

minimum number of edges between the end vertex 

of two edges. Using this metric, the Eps-

neighborhood (NEps(r)) of an edge r defines the set 

of closed edges. The shared traffic considers the 

same trajectory identification made by each moving 

object. This model is used as a base for the 

development of patterns considering traffic 

congestions. 

The work [10] is about the detection of potential 

traffic jams with slowly flock patterns. In this case, 

the velocity of each moving object is considered on 

the discovery of the flock patterns. This idea of 

using the velocity to identify a traffic jam is applied 

on the first proposed model. 

The discovery of representative patterns for the 

network segments is proposed on [2]. On this work, 

the network segments are characterized according to 

presented network features like length, direction, 

capacity and density. This last concept of segment 

density D*(s) allows to identify alternative segments 

for an edge according to a bounding rectangle (BR) 

covering the segment, and the direction for the edges 

inside this BR. For the second model proposed, this 

concept is used to discover alternative paths to the 

traffic congestions. 

[6] presents a more general pattern, called dense 

routes. These patterns are discovered using only the 

number of objects on each edge of the road network, 

and adjacent edges are linked if the difference on the 

number of moving objects is bellow a maximum 

threshold. A similar idea for the algorithm described 

on the second model is considered for the discovery 

of the alternative paths. 

4. MODELS DESCRIPTION

We consider the model of hot routes ([7]) to be most 

appropriate to discover patterns with heavy traffic in 

a city road network, because it represents a balance 

between an aggregate analysis and the behaviors of 

the individuals. But besides of represent a high 

density of moving objects in a road network, it does 

not consider some characteristics of this road 

network causing the appearance of traffic jams: 

 capacity: it is associated with the edges in the

road network and represents the maximum

number of vehicles that are allowed to

circulate into a road segment.

 velocity and time: related to the feature of

capacity are the concepts of velocity and

time. When the density of objects in a road

segment is close to its capacity, the velocity

of the moving objects starts to be decreased

and the travel time is extended.

 when the velocity and time starts to be

affected in an edge, the drivers from the

vehicles might choose to continue its path on

another alternative segments. This concept of

alternative segments is designed as Density

(D*) elsewhere.

In this paper, we propose two new models for the 

discovery of trajectory patterns considering these 

features: 

1. the concept of velocity is considered in order

to discover hot routes with jam sections:

sections with a density close to its capacity.

We call these patterns jam routes. This

model is described on the next section.

2. the existence of paths that could be used as

alternative to the traffic in a jam route,

because of its location and low density

values. These patterns are called cold routes.

Section 6 presents this model.
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5. DISCOVERY OF JAM ROUTES

The jam route pattern could be defined as a hot route 

with one or more subpaths identified as traffic jam. 

So, it is a path in a road network with heavy traffic 

(shared by the same objects inside a sliding window) 

and with one or more sectors having a traffic level 

close to its capacity. 

In order to identify these subpaths the velocity is 

used. So, each trajectory is composed by its ID (tid) 

and a sequence of pairs representing each edge 

traveled with its respective mean velocity: (tid, <(e1, 

v1), (e2, v2), …, (ek, vk)>) , where ei ϵ E and vi is the 

mean velocity on ei. 

We consider the use of the velocity to identify 

traffic congestions is better than compare the density 

with the road capacity for two reasons: 

 the data about the velocity for each moving

object on each edge of the trajectory is

easier to obtain than the capacity of each

edge of the road network

 considering the road segments are part of a

network, there also additional factors that

could lead to congestions ([14])

The first concept to present is speed. It 

complements the traffic definition from [7] to 

consider the velocity in each edge. 

Definition 1 (speed). The speed(r) for a given 

edge r is the mean of velocities vi of the edge r. 

In order to identify the edges affected by the 

conditions of a traffic jam the concept directly traffic 

jam-reachable is used. 

Definition 2 (directly traffic jam-reachable). 

An edge s is directly traffic jam-reachable from an 

edge r with respect to parameters Eps, MinTraffic 

and JamSpeed if 

1. s ϵ NEps(r)

2. │traffic(r) ∩ traffic(s)│ ≥ MinTraffic

3. speed(s) ≤ JamSpeed or

speed(r) ≤ JamSpeed

This definition extends the concept of directly 

traffic density-reachable ([7]), to identify traffic 

jams but maintaining the condition of shared traffic 

between the edges. 

Definition 3 (route traffic jam-reachable). An 

edge s is route traffic jam-reachable from an edge r 

with respect to parameters Eps, MinTraffic and 

JamSpeed if 

1. there is a chain of edges r1, r2, …, rn with

r1=r and rn=s, where ri is directly traffic

jam-reachable from ri-1 or ri is just directly

traffic density-reachable from ri-1

2. for every Eps consecutive edges in the

chain, │traffic(ri) ∩ traffic(ri+1) ∩ …

∩ traffic(ri+Eps)│ ≥ MinTraffic

This definition augments the concept of route 

traffic density-reachable ([7]), allowing to propose a 

path that relates sections with heavy traffic and 

sections with traffic jams.  

This concept is the base for the discovery of the 

jam routes. 

Algorithm 

The algorithm to discover the jam routes presents a 

structure of breadth-first search on the road network 

graph. 

It starts out the discovery from the hot routes 

starts ([7]), verifying if the speed on each of these 

edges is below the JamSpeed threshold. In this case, 

the edge is marked as a jam. Next, these hot routes 

starts are extended recursively to form the jam 

routes. The extension is from the last edge, finding 

the edges inside the NEps that satisfy the definitions 

of directly traffic jam-reachable or directly traffic 

density-reachable. Then, on each of these possible 

split edge from the route, the definition of route 

traffic jam-reachable is evaluated (specifically the 

second condition). If this definition is validated, a 

new jam route is created with the new edge. And, if 

the added edge is directly traffic jam-reachable, it is 

marked as a jam. 

The algorithm is called JamFlowScan and its 

pseudo-code is presented as follows: 

Input: Road network G, 

object trajectory data T, 

 Eps, MinTraffic, JamSpeed 

Output: Jam routes R 

1: Initialize R to {} 

2: Let H be the set of hot route 

 starts in G according to T 

3: for every hot route start h in 

 H do 

4:   r = new Jam Route 

initialized to <h>  

/*mark edge as "jam" if 

speed(h) <= JamSpeed */ 

5:   Add Extend_Jam_Routes(r) to R 

6: end for 

7: Return R 
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Procedure Extend_Jam_Routes(jam 

 route r) 

1:  Let p be the last edge in r 

2:  Let Q be the set of directly 

traffic jam-reachable 

neighbors of p U the set of 
 directly traffic density- 

   reachable neighbors of p 

3:  if Q is non-empty then 

4:    Initialize JR to {} 

5:    for every split in Q do 

6:     if route traffic 

jam-reachable condition 

is satisfied then 

7:  Let r' be a copy of r 

8:  Append split’s edges to 

 r' 

9:        if directly traffic 

jam-reachable condition 

 is satisfied then 

10:         mark split edge as 

"jam" 

11:  end if 

12:  Add Extend_Jam_Routes(r') 

to JR 

13:     end if 

14:   end for 

15:   return JR 

16: else 

17:   Return {r} 

18: end if 

To verify the definitions used in the algorithm, 

the traffic set and speed for every edge is required. 

So, the object trajectory data T can be converted into 

a table structure that relates each edge with the tid of 

the trajectories that belongs to, and the mean 

velocity on all the trajectories. The building of this 

table has linear complexity with respect to the 

trajectories data. 

The jam routes are discovered applying the 

definitions from the model and identifying the traffic 

jams on the respective cases: 

 initially after the identification of the hot

routes starts (step 4)

 on the extension of the jam route for each

split, following the identification of an edge

as route traffic jam-reachable (steps 9-11

from Extend_Jam_Routes).

So, if a traffic congestion is found during the 

route building, it will be properly identified on the 

results. Also, the order used to extend the routes 

adds efficiency to the search but does not omit 

edges. Therefore, the set of jam routes discovered is 

complete and correct. 

6. DISCOVERING COLD ROUTES

The cold route pattern is a path in a road network 

with low traffic (so it does not affect the network 

capacity) and with a location inside the road network 

that allows to be chosen as an alternative path to the 

traffic present in a jam route. 

To allow the identification of the alternative 

routes the concept BR-neighborhood NBR(s) is used. 

It is the same concept segment density D*(s) from 

[2] (but using a name following the conventions 

applied to this work): considers the vicinity area of a 

segment (with a bounding rectangle) and the 

direction. So, each edge e ϵ E from the road network 

graph G(V,E) will be associated with a label 

representing its direction. 

The first concept to present is cold traffic. It 

allows to identify edges with low traffic and that 

could be considered alternatives to edges with traffic 

jam (directly traffic jam-reachable). 

Definition 4 (cold traffic). An edge s is 

considered cold traffic with respect to parameters BR 

and MaxTraffic if: 

1. │traffic(s)│ ≤ MaxTraffic

2. s ϵ NBR(s) of directly traffic jam-reachable

edge

Additionally the concept of directly cold traffic 

reachable is presented. 

Definition 5 (directly cold traffic reachable). 

An edge s is considered directly cold traffic 

reachable from an edge r with respect to parameter 

MaxTraffic if: 

1. s is adjacent to r: start(s) = end(r) or

end(s) = start(r)

2. │traffic(r)│ ≤ MaxTraffic

3. │traffic(s)│ ≤ MaxTraffic

Both concepts are related on the definition of 

route cold traffic reachable. 

Definition 6 (route cold traffic reachable). An 

edge s is considered route cold traffic reachable 

from an edge r with respect to parameters BR and 

MaxTraffic if there is a chain of edges r1, r2, …, rn 

with r1=r and rn=s, where: 

1. each ri is directly cold traffic reachable

from ri-1

2. there exists almost one edge ri that is cold

traffic

The concept of route cold traffic reachable allows 

the discovery of the cold route patterns. 

Algorithm 

Considering that cold routes are formed by edges 

with low traffic, it is better to discover them using a 

simple aggregate method.  
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The proposed algorithm starts the discovery 

process from the jam routes discovered by 

JamFlowScan, finding the cold traffic edges 

according to the NBR of the directly traffic jam-

reachable edges. Next, these edges are extended to 

both sides, evaluating the definition directly cold 

traffic reachable into the adjacent edges. With the 

two conditions of route cold traffic reachable 

satisfied, the new edge is added to the route, 

considering possible splits (representing different 

alternative paths). 

The algorithm is called ColdScan and it pseudo-

code is presented as follows: 

Input: Road network G, 

object trajectory data T, 

MaxTraffic, BR, JamRoutes 

(from JamFlowScan) 

Output: Cold routes CR 

1:  Initialize CR to {} 

2:  Let CS the set of cold 

traffic edges in G  

according to T and  

discovered Jam Routes 

3:  for every cold traffic edge 

 cs in CS do 

4:    cr = new Cold Route 

 initialized to <cs> 

5:    Add  

Extend_Cold_Route_Forward(cs) 

 to CRf 

6:    for every route (extended 

forward from cs) crf in 

 CRf do 

7:      Add  

Extend_Cold_Route_Backward(crf) 

 to CR 

8:    end for 

9:  end for 

10: return CR 

Procedure  Extend_Cold_Route_Forward 

 (cold route cr) 

1:  Let p be the last edge in cr 

2:  Let S be the set of directly 

cold traffic reachable 

edges from p with  

end(p) = start(s)  

3:  if S is non-empty then 

4:    Initialize CR to {} 

5:    for every edge s in S do 

6: Let cr' be a copy of cr  

7: Append edge s to the end of 

 cr' 

8:      Add 

Extend_Cold_Route_Forward(cr') 

to CR 

9:    end for 

10:   return CR 

11: else 

12:   return {cr} 

13: end if 

Procedure Extend_Cold_Route_Backward 

 (cold route cr) 

1:  Let p be the first edge in cr 

2:  Let S be the set of directly 

cold traffic reachable 

edges from p with  

start(p) = end(s) 

3:  if S is non-empty then 

4:    Initialize CR to {} 

5:    for every edge s in S do 

6: Let cr' be a copy of cr 

7: Append edge s to the  

 beginning of cr' 

8:      Add  

Extend_Cold_Route_Backward(cr') 

 to CR 

9:    end for 

10:   return CR 

11: else 

12:   return {cr} 

13: end if 

The algorithm requires, to verify the definitions 

used, the traffic set for every edge. So, in this case a 

similar table structure built from the trajectories can 

be utilized, with a linear complexity with respect to 

the trajectory data. 

ColdScan discovery process applies the definition 

of route cold traffic reachable, considering all the 

jam routes from JamFlowScan. Also, these routes 

are extended to both possible sides. So, the 

discovered set of cold routes is complete. 

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE

WORK 

In this paper we presented two models for the 

discovery of traffic flow patterns. The hot routes 

model for the discovery of high traffic routes is 

considered as a starting point for the development of 

patterns representing traffic jams and its alternative 

paths. 

First, in the jam routes model the velocity of the 

moving objects is added in order to identify traffic 

jam sectors inside the patterns. The relation between 

these congestions and the high traffic density is 

according to the shared traffic in common. Next, 

starting with a vicinity concept the cold routes are 

presented as a path that could be used as an 

alternative to the traffic in the jam routes. These 

patterns are identified according to a low level of 

traffic and comparing its location in the road 

network graph with respect to the congestions in the 

jam routes. The algorithms for the discovery of the 

proposed models are presented in order to clarify 

further details. 

This is a work in progress. The next step is the 

implementation of the presented models, in order to 

compare the discovered patterns with the obtained 

using some of the related models. This will allow to 

confirm the utility of these models. 
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